
1.       UNIT  TITLE:     Cultural  Studies  11

2.        LEVEL:      11

3.         ALLOCATION    (HRS):       60

4.        PRE-REQUISITE   STUDY  MODULE:  Foundation  Course

5.         INTRODUCTION :
This   unit   examines   in   greater   depth   the   emergence   of
popular   cultural   forms   and   practices   in   British   andinternational    societies.        It    seeks    to   explain    the
importance   of   popular   culture   as   a   site   for   popular
resistance  and  examine   the  role   that   sport   has  played
in  this  movement.

6.         LEARNING   OUTCOMES :
On  completion  the  students  will  be  able  to:
(i)        Articulate    the    significance    of    sport    as    an

element     of     popular     culture     and     political
practice .

(ii)       Understand   the   significance   of   nationalism   and
identity  in  British  sport.  and  society.

(iii)    Critically  analyse  sport   through  cross-cultural
study.

7.         CONTENT :
Cultural    theory    -     sport    as    a    site    for    popular
resistance  -  detailed  study  and  analysis  -  examination
of  theorists  and  "schools"  of  thought  -Leavis,   Gramsa,
Frankfurt  and  Birmingham  structures.
Sport  and  national  identity.    A  socio-cultural  analysis
of    sport    in    England,    Scotland,    Ireland,    Wales    and
selected  Commonwealth  States.
The   development   and   acculturation   of   selected   sports
and  sporting  heroes  in  Modern  Britain.

8.

9.

METHODS   OF   PRESENTATION:
Lectures,   seminars  and  tutorials.

INDICATIVE   READING:
Bennett,   T.    (1986) Popular   Culture   and

Social  Relations.
OU  Press.

Corrigan,   P.   &  Willis,   P.    (1980)       Media,     Culture     and
Society.
Tavistock.
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CULTURAL   STUDIES
Thursday   6   February   1992

Middle  Class  Responses  to  Working  Class   Leisure:   Some  Notes

1.        Peter  Mclntosh,   Sport   in  Society   (1987)

Types     of     sport     in     19th     century     and  development  of  organised
structure   (60).     Role    of    aristocracy     and     their  patronage.(62)
Mclntosh  uses    Matthew  Arnold's    characterisation  of  society   into
Barbarians,   Philistines  and  Populace.

At    the    end    of    the    century    the    pattern    of    sport    was
predominantly     Philistine.     The     middle  classes  had   produced
their  own  team  games...     their  own     form  of     track  and  field
athletics,     their     own     swimming  competitions,   and  their  own
racquet  game  of   lawn  tennis.   (64)

Focussed     on     growing     towns     and     cities.     Philistines   initially
restricted  access    of  Populace    to  these    games  but     "did  at  last
welcome  them  provided  that     the  Populace     would  conform     to  their
etiquette  and  conduct   in  play"(65).

Sport  and  the  changing  character  of  the  public  school   -impact  of
middle  class  public  schools.   Growth  of  organised   games     linked  to
this.   Example     of  developments  at  Rugby  School   and  Arnold's  work.
Development  elsewhere  of  athleticism.   During  second     half  of   19th
century,     cult       of     athleticism    spread     (69).     Significance    of
muscular  Christianity:   see  for     example  work     of  Charles  Kingsley
and  Thomas  Hughes.   Role  of  the  Church   in  spreading  sport.

Extension  of  sport  to  masses   linked  to  economic  changes   1870-1890
when  changes   in  working  practices   reduced  working   hours.

Potential   of  sport  for  hygiene  and  character  building.

2.         Alan     Tomlinson      (1988)      'Good     Times,      Bad     Times     and     the
Politics  of     Leisure'   in     H  Cantelon  et  al   Leisure]   Sport  an
Working   Class   Cultures.
"when  we     speak  of     working  class     culture  we     can  no   longer
treat   'culture'     as  some     peripheral   music-making  or  worship
marked    off     from    the    more     influential       spheres    of    the'political'   or     the   'economic'.     Rather  to     speak  of  working
class  culture  is  to    speak    of    the     relation    between  these
spheres,   and     of  the    ways   in  which  these  spheres  are  joined
together  to  make  a  distinctive  way  of   life."(42)

3. William   Baker   (1979)    'The      Leisure     Revolution      in   Victorian
England',   Journal   of  Sport  History.

Until   comparatively     recently   'leisure'      ignored  by  historians  of
19th  century     Britain.     Although     aristocracy     relatively  stable,"the  Victorian     masses  -     middle  class     as  well     as  working  class
folk    -    had    their    attitudes    and     life    styles    turned    upside
down " ( 79 ) .



Authors  to     follow  for     their  account    of  Victorian     leisure:   R  W
Malcolmson,   Helen   Meller,   John   Myerscough   &     John   Lowerson,   Peter
Bai 1 ey .

Rational   recreations    and     improvement  as  omnipresent  voices?

Late     19th     century     growth     of     leisure     industry.   The   rise  of  a
football   industry  at  centre  stage.

Significance  of  understanding  the  Victorian  story:     "the  roots  of
our    own     recreational     practices    and  beliefs  about  leisure"   are
he re .

4.             Peter    Bai  ley     (  1978)     L_eisu_r_e_______and    C_lass     i_n_   V_ic_±Qr__i_a_n=_______E_rl_gland

Impact  of   rational   recreation     and     athleticism.     One  commentator
concluded  that:

the  suburban     middle  class     made  organised     games   rank  among
England's   leading  contributions  to  world   culture"   (124).

Time   lag     between     middle     class     involvement     and     working   class
uptake.     Public       school     phenomenon,     restrictive     practices     of
governing   bodies,   amateur  ethic.

New  athleticism  mediated   by  church  and  friendly  societies.



SPORTS   SOCIOLOGY    1
Wednesday   5   February   1992

The  Origins  of  Organised  Sport

1.        Introduction

Last  week     we  discussed     how   leisure  might  be  defined.   One  of  the
points   I  was  hoping     to  draw     out  was     that  any     definition  would
have  to    say  something  about  the   relationship  of   leisure  to  work
I  mentioned  that    the    flow    of    experience    might     be
clef ining  an  activity.   I=i=o  suggested  that  we  should  be
patriarchal   influences   in  the  definition  of   leisure.

At  the  end  of  last  week's    session,     I     suggested    that    the  link
between   leisure     and  this  week's  talk   is  how  Britain  as  the  first'sporting  nation'   developed  cultural   forms  of    activity  that  have
been    characterised    as     leisure  and  re-creation.   Organised  sport
appeared  here  first  in  the  19th  century.   I  suggested  that    to  get
a  sense     of  what     happened   in     the   19th     century  you  might  have  a
look  at:

Peter  Mclntosh                           Sport   in  Socl.ety   (1987   or   1963  editions)
The  British  Journal   of  Sports  History.
E   Dunning   and   K  Sheard        Barbarians.   Gentlemen   and   Players.

My  hope,   as  ever,   is  that  by   browsing  and  doing  a  small   amount  of
reading  you  develop  an  active   interest   in  your  own   learning.

By  the  end  of  today's  meeting   I  want  to  have  given  account  of  how
the  origins  of  organised  sport:

1.        Established  Britain  as   'the  first  sporting  nation'.

2.       Created  social   relationships   in  sport  with   regard  to:

(i)       what  constitutes  sport
(ii)     conventions  about  who  may  play:   an  amateur  ethic
(iii)   gendered  sport

3.

4.

Provides  a  model   for  the  processes    of  ob.jectification,
rationalisation  and  bureaucratisation.

Can  be     used  as     an  example     of  a  developmental   account
linked  to  the  civilising  process.

In  addition  to  the   references  I     recommended   last    week,   one  very
good  source     of   information     about  this     period   is  Peter  Bailey's
Leisure  and  Class   in  Victorian   England     (1978).   He     suggests  that
the  early     19th  century    witnessed  a  break  up  of   'pre-industrial'
culture  and  that  traditional   recreation  was  left  in    wreckage  fro
which:                                                                                                                                               .

Another  culture    formed,   better    adapted  to    the  milieu  of  a
modern   industrial   society  and  by     the     last    quarter    of  the
century  the     British  working     class  were     settled   into  a  new
way   of   life.    (1978:2)



2.       Nineteenth  Century  Sport

Peter  Mclntosh   (1963,1987)      is     an     influential     figure     in   the
historical   study     of  sport     in  Britain.   His  book  Sport   in  Society
has  been  used  as  a  sourcebook  for  many  courses  since   it  was  first
published   in   1963.

HE   SUGGESTS   THAT:

*

*

*

*

Aristocratic  enjoyment  of  _§pQrt   (field  sports)

Hunting,   shooting  and  angling  were  exclusive  activities

Golf  and  cricket  organised  under  patronage

Crowd  pulling     sports  were  horse   racing,   prize-fighting
and  pedestrianism.

Popular  activities    were    spontaneous    often     linked  to
fairs  but  also   included  mob  football.
''It     is     probably    not    without    significance    that  the
sports  which  survived  were  those  enjoying     patronage  of
the  aristocracy".    (see  for  example  Jockey  Club,   MCC  and
R&A)

In     the     19th     century    sports     proliferated    and    were
organised.     Barbarians,     Philistines     and  Populace  were
keys  to  understanding  development.

By     end     of     century     sport    essentially     Philistine   in
character   (middle  class)

Process  of     extending  sport:   role  of  public  schools  and
un i ve rs i t i es .

Missionary   zeal     and  muscular     Christianity.   Origins  of
soccer  clubs

Working     class     involvement     in  sport   linked  to  working
conditions

3.       Athleticism  and  Rational   Recreation

Much  of  the  debate  about  sport     in  the     1990s   is     embedded   in  the
social     and     cultural     roots    of     sport.   I  would   like  to  conclude
today's  talk  with  mention  of :

*         athleticism  and   rational   recreation  as   ideologies
*          amateurism
*          the   invisibility  of  women   in   19  century  sport
*         exclusive  sport  and  the  concept  of  game

4.        Next  week

I  want  to   look  at  the   links  between  sport  and     schooling.   Can  you
try     to    find     some     source    material     for     this:     try  curriculum
history.



CULTURAL   STUDIES    11
Lecture  One
Thursday,   3   October   1991

1.        Introduction

During  this    year,   our  task  is  to  develop  an  understanding  of  the
distinctiveness  of  cultural  studies.     One  way    of  starting     is  to
discuss  the  course  description.

Have  a    look  at     the  handout     and  make     a  note     of  any  terms  that
strike  you  as  requiring  explanation.

I  wonder  if  you  share  with  me     a    desire     to     sort     out    what  the
following  terms  might  mean:

emergence  of  cultural   forms

popular  culture  as  a  site  for  popular  resistance

socio-cultural  analysis

a a c u i t u r a t i ci n

One     important    task    will    be    to    consider  how  cultural  studies
differs   from  sociology.

2.       Our  experience  of  culture

I  thought  it  might  be  interesting  to  think    about  the    concept  of

#n:¥esr:±a::nghi=k±=:  :::ut?Wn  experience.    Could  you  spend

1.        Your     backgrciund:        your       home,        your       family,      your
educational  experience,   your  sporting  experience.

2.       Your  present  tastes,   interests  and  hobbies.

3,       Your  aspirations/hopes   for  the  future®

Perhaps  you     could  now     share  your  thoughts  with  someone  else  and
discuss   them.   You     might     want     to     ask     questions     about   someone
else's  experience.



3.        Developing   some   concepts:   society  and  culture

Now  unlikely    that  you  will  be  encouraged  to  think  of  sport  as  an
isolated  activity.   Writers  like     Jenny  Hargreaves(1982)     and  Alan
Tomlinson   (1982)   were  alerting  us  to  the  cultural   significance  of
sport  almost  a  decade    ago  and     identifying  how    cultural  studies
might  help.

For  next    week,   have     a  look  at  the  kind  of  articles  contained
Jennifer  Hargreaves'      (1982)   Sport,     Culture  and     Ideology  and
possible     look     at     Alan     Tomlinson's     (1982)   article  attached
these  notes.

Both  authors  encourage  us  to  locate  sport  in  a  wider  context.

Jennifer  Hargreaves   (1982:16)   suggests  that:

It  is  cliff icult  to  treat  as  problematic  something  which
is    taken-for-granted    as    manifestly    apparent    and  to
identify  the  hidden  ways  in  which  sport  embodies  social
anatagonisms  and  may  be  biased  and  partial.

Alan  Tomlinson   (1982:51)   notes   that:

Sport   cannot     be   seen  as   something   set  _a_p_a__r__t   f ron  other
spheres  of  social  life.   A  sports  theory  set    apart  from
central     sociological    questions    will    be  a  dislocated
theory,   a  theory  of  human  practice  out  of  context.   Such
a       ' theory'       fails       to       make       the       link      between
particularised  milieu  and  wider  public  context,   between
biography  and  history.

Both  would    agree  that     in  order    to  critically  analyse  our  lived
experience  of  sport  we  must:

. . .   situate  the  sports  activity  as  a  cultural  form  in  a
particular  context  of  wider  influences  or  determinants.
(Tomlinson   1982:53)

What  we  will  have   to  come  to  terms  with  is     the  language     used  by
cultural  theorists.     Perhaps  as  we  go  on  we  will  develop  a  shared
vocabulary .



CULTURAL   STUDIES    11
Spring   Term   1992
Meeting   One:   Thursday,   9   January   1992

1.        Introduction

Now  that     an  assignment     for  the  course   is  out  of  the  way  perhaps
we  can  relax  and  really  start  to  explore  cultural  studies     in  the
context  of  sport  and  leisure.

Do  you  remember  when  we   first  met  back  in  October.   I   included  the
following  elements     in    a    handout.     With     regard     to     the  course
outline,   I     wondered  if    you  shared    with  me  a  desire  to   sort  out
what   the   following   terms  mean:

emergence  of  cultural   forms

popular  culture  as  a  site  for  popular  resistance

socio-cultural  analysis

accul turat i on

Do  you  recall  our     f irst     attempts     to    develop    the    concepts  of
society  and  culture?

I   suggested  that:

It   is    now  unlikely    that  you  will  be  encouraged  to  think  of
sport    as    an       isolated      activity.       Writers       like    Jenny
Hargreaves(1982)   and     Alan  Tomlinson   (1982)   were   alerting   us
to  the  cultural  signif icance    of  sport    almost  a    decade  ago
and  identifying  how  cultural   studies  might  help.

And     I     encouraged    you    to    have     a  look  at  the  kind  of  articles
contained     in     Jennifer     Hargreaves'      (1982)     Sport®     Culture   and
Ideology  and     at  Alan     Tomlinson's   (1982).   Both  authors   encourage
us  to  locate  sport  in  a  wider  context.

Jennifer  Hargreaves   (1982:16),   for  example,   suggests   that:

It  is  cliff icult  to  treat  as  problematic  something  which
is    taken-for-granted    as    manifestly    apparent    and  to
identify  the  hidden  ways   in  which  sport  embodies   social
anatagonisms  and  may  be  biased  and  partial.

Alan  Tomlinson   (1982:51)   notes   that:

Sport  cannot     be   seen  as   something   set  _apar_t   f ron  other
spheres  of  social  life.   A  sports  theory  set     apart  from
central     sociological     questions    will    be  a  dislocated
theory,   a  theory  of  human  practice  out  of  context.   Such
a       ' theory'        fails       to       make       the       link       between
particularised  milieu  and  wider  public  context,   between
biography  and  history.

1



Both  would    agree  that     in  order    to  critically  analyse  our  lived
experience  of   sport  we  must:

. ® .   situate  the  sports  activity  as  a  cultural   form  in  a
particular  context  of  wider  influences  or  determinants.
(Tomlinson   1982:53)

As  a  means  of  coming     to     terms     with     is     the     language     used  by
cultural  theorists  we  explored  some  of  the  work  of  the  Centre   for
Contemporary    Cultural     Studies     in       Birmingham    before     briefly
discussing  the     significance  of    critical  theory   (see  notes  for  5
December  attached  to  these  notes).

In  this  the  Spring  Term,   I     would  like    us  to    develop  a  cutlural
studies    approach    to    sport    and    leisure  that  is  sensitive  to  a
range  of    perspectives    on    culture.     In    their    discussion    of  a
critical     approach    to    educational     research,     Wi fred    Carp    and
Stephen  Kimmis   (1986:41)   suggest   that  teachers     build  educational
theory    through      critical     reflection    on    their    own    practical
knowledge.   I  would  like  to  encourage  us  to  do  the     same   for  sport
and  leisure  in  a  range  of  cultural  contexts.

Fundamental  to  this  approach  is  the  assertion  that:

Sport       and      leisure      are    historically    located,     social,
political  and  problematic.

Thus  the  content  of.  our  course  can  become     a  facsinating     area  of
enquiry!   During  the  term  we  will   need  to   look  at:

the  relationship  between  sport,   leisure  and  culture

the  mobilisation  of  national   identity  in  sport

But   in     order  that     you  have  a  sense  of  ownership  of.  the  course   I
suggest  that  we  work  round  themes   to  which  you  bring     evidence  of
reading  and  critical  reflection.

Try  to     have  a     look  at     the  recommended  reading   in  your  original
course  outline.   But  please  try  to  browse  widely!

The   themes   I   suggest   are:

16   &  23   January:          The  development  of  working     class  patterns   of
leisure ,

30   Jam  &   6   Feb:             Middle     Class        responses     to     working     class
leisure ,

13   &  20   February:        Gender  and  access  to   sport   and  leisure.

27   Feb   &   5   March:        The   body   in   culture

12   &   19  March:               Nationalism  and  the   role  of  the   state

2



26   March   &   2   Apr:         Own   choice   of   theme.

The  learning  outcomes  of     the     course     are     couched     in     terms  of
articulating,     understanding       and    analysing.     I    hope    that    by
engaging  you   in  your  own  learning     we     can    develop     the     kind  of
critical   thinking     that  Carr  and  Kemmis   (1986:113)   note  when  they
suggest  that:

theory  informs     and     transforms    practice     by     informing  and
transforming  the    ways   in    which  practice   is  experienced  and
understood a

What   I   am  suggesting  will   take   some  work     on  your     part.   But  this
seems  preferable  to  me  talking  at  you!

I   hope  you  enjoy  the  term.

Keith  Lyons
8   January   1992

3
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Beer and scrummages keep
ancient tradition on its toes
Martin Wainwright finds.old-time rural spirit
alive and kicking at the Haxey Hood Game

0LDE England proved as
resilient as ever yester-
day, as the IIaxey Hood

Game  once  again  confounded
obituarists  of  old-fashioned
rural life.

Several  thousand  people
scrummaged   through   the
streets  of Haxey,  a  straggling
farming village above the Hum-
ber, in a Twelfth Night tradi-
tion going back to 1213 AD.

Gloom-mongers  micht  point
to  the  dispenser  of  tropical
fu]it-flavoured condoms in the
gents  of the  Loco,  one  of the
village's four pubs, as a symp-
tomofmodemdeeay.

But the beery scene in the bar
told a different story, as before
start of play, the Lord of the
Hood,  the  Fool and the  Chief
Boggin     led     thunderous
choruses of To Be A Farmer's

Boy. "I'his all began when the
local landowner's wife, Lady de
Mowbray, was out riding and
lost her hood in a field full of
farm  labourers,"  said  Phillip
Coggon, a market gardener who
was  elected Lord  of the Hood
(or general organiser) last year.`They fought to return it to
her and she enjoyed the scene
so much that she ordered the
village   to   repeat   the   event
every January 6 as a game."

Celebration  of  this   un-
abashed use of the class system
- only interrupted during the
first world war - has seldom
been bigger than in this year's
game. In an informal brand of
inter-village  rivalry,  mudrcov-
ered scrummagers from several
communities  fight  for  the
leather hood across local fields
as weu as through the streets.

"They've got it all three miles
to Owston Ferry in the past,"
said   a   retired   photographer
from  the  local  Epworth  Ben
newspaper,   back   to   see   the
event  as   a  bystander.   "One
year, one of them chucked it on
to a lomy and they had to run
after it for miles."

Iiady de Mowbray's role was
yesterday  taken,  incongru-
ously,  by  the  Transport  and
General Workers' Union, which
sponsored the chaotic proceed-
ings.

Another  modem  touch° was
added  by  the  Fool,  rack  An-
drews, in his traditional speech
on the churoh mounting block
before  the  Boggins  (or  hood
throwers) tried to set fire to his
trousers.   "This   year,   please
don't leave any cans or bottles
in the fields," he said, as the
scrum 'or  "sway"  headed  off
into the dusk.

The event raises several hiin-
died pounds for charity - and
a lot more for beer.
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CULTURAL    STUDIES    11
Lee.ture   One
Thursday,    3   October   1991

1.        Introduction

During  this     year9   our  task  is  to  develop  an  understanding  of  the
distinctiveness  of  cultural  studies.     One  way    of  starting     is  to
discuss  the  course  description.

Have   a     look  at     the  handout     and  make     a  nc)te     of   any  terms   that
strike  you  as  requiring  explanation.

I   wonder   if   you   share  with  me     a     desire     tcJ     sort     out     what   the
following   terms   might   mean:

emergence   of  cultural   forms

popular  culture  as  a  site  for  popular  resistance

socio-cultural  analysis

ac cul turat i on
J

One     important     task    will     be     to     consider  how  cultural   studies
differs   from  sociology.

2.        Our  experience  of  culture

I  thought   it  might  be   interesting  to  think    about  the     concept  of

#L¥n:¥esr::a::n€`hi:k±::  :::ut?Wn  experienceo     Ctould  you  spend

1.        Your     background:        your       homeg        your        family,      your
educational   experience,   your  sporting  experience.

2.       Your  present  tastes,   interests  and  hobbies.

3.       Your  aspirations/hopes   for  the   future.

Perhaps  you     could  now     share   your  thoughts  with  someone   else   and
discuss   them.   You     might     want     to     ask     questions     about   ;omeone
else's   experience.



3®        Developing   some   concepts:   society  and   culture

Now  unlikely     that  you  will   be  encouraged  to  think  of   sport  as   an
isolated  activity.   Writers   like     Jenny  Hargreaves(1982)     and  Alan
Tc}mlinson   (1982)   were   alerting  us   to   the   cultural   significance   of
sport  a=lmost  a  decade     ago  and     identifying  how     cultural   studies
might   help.

For  next     weekg   have     a  look  at  the  kind  of  articles  contained
Jennifer  Hargreaves'      (1982)   Sport,      Culture   and     Ideology  and
possible     look     at     Alan     Tomlinson's     (1982)   article   attached
these  notes.

Both  authors  encourage  us  to  locate   sport   in  a  wider  context.

Jennifer  Hargreaves   (1982:16)   s'uggests   that:

It   is  cliff icult  to  treat  as  problematic   something  which
is     taken-for-granted    as    manifestly    apparent     and  to
identify  the  hidden  ways   in  which  sport  embodies   social
anatagonisms   and  may  be  biased  and  partial.

Alan   Tomlinson   (1982:51)   notes   that:

Sport   cannot     be   seen  as   something   set
spheres  of.  social   life.   A  sports  theory
central     sociological     questions    will
theory,   a  theory  of  human  practice  out
a       'theory'        fails       to       make       the
particularised  milieu  and  wider  public
biography  arid  history.

_a_Par__I   f ron   other
set     apart   f'i-om
be  a  dislocated

of  context.   Such
link       between

context,   between

Both  would     agree  that     in  order    t.o  critically  analyse  our  lived
exper±€E±_Q+j±   of   sport   we   must:

...   situate  the  sports  activity  as  a  cultural   form  in  a
particular  cc}ntext  c]f  wider   influences  or  determinant,s.
(Tomlinson   1982:53)

What  we  will   have   to   come   to   terms  with   is     the   languag`e     used  by
cultural   theorists.     Perhaps  as  we  go  on  we  will   develop  a  shared
vocabulary.



CULTURAL   STUDIES    11
Spring   Term   1992
Meeting  One:   Thursday,   9   January   1992

1.        Introduction

Now  that     an  assignment     for  the  course   is  out  of  the  way  perhaps
we  can  relax  and  really  start  to  explore  cultural  studies     in  the
context  of  sport  and  leisure.

Do  you  remember  when  we   first  met  back   in  October.   I   included  the
following  elements     in    a    handout.     With     regard     to     the  course
outline,   I     wondered  if    you  shared    with  me  a  desire  to   sort  out
what  the   following  terms  mean:

emergence  of  cultural   forms

popular  culture  as  a  site  for  popular  resistance

socio-cultural  analysis

acculturation

Do  you  recall  our     f irst     attempts     to    develop    the    concepts  of
society  and  culture?

I   suggested  that:

It   is    now  unlikely    that  you  will  be  encouraged  to  think  of
sport    as    an       isolated      activity.       Writers       like    Jenny
Hargreaves(1982)   and     Alan  Tomlinson   (1982)   were   alerting  us
to  the  cultural  signif icance    of  sport    almost  a    decade  ago
and  identifying  how  cultural   studies  might  help.

And     I     encouraged    you    to     have     a  look  at  the  kind  of  articles
contained     in     Jennifer    Hargreaves'      (1982)     Sport.     Culture  and
Ideology  and     at  Alan     Tomlinson's   (1982).   Both  authors   encourage
us  to  locate  sport  in  a  wider  context.

Jennifer  Hargreaves   (1982:16),   for  example,   suggests   that:

It  is  dif f icult  to  treat  as  problematic  something  which
is    taken-for-granted    as    manifestly    apparent    and  to
identify  the  hidden  ways   in  which  sport  embodies  social
anatagonisms  and  may  be  biased  and  partial.

Alan  Tomlinson   (1982:51)   notes   that:

Sport  cannot    be  seen  as  something  set  apart   f ron  other
sphel`es  of  social  life.   A  sports  theory  set     apart  from
central     sociological     questions    will    be  a  dislocated
theory,   a  theory  of  human  practice  out  of  context.   Such
a       ' theory'       fails       to       make       the       link       between
particularised  milieu  and  wider  public  context,   between
biography  and  history.

1
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LEARNING   OUTCOMES :

rticulate
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students  will  be  able  to:

t   has   played

the    signif icance    of    sport    as    an
of     popular     culture     and     political

practice.
(ii)       Understand   the   significance   of   nationalism   and

identity  in  British  sport.  and  society.
(iii)     Critically  analyse  sport   through  cross-cultural

study.

CONTENT :
Cultural     theory    -     sport    as    a    site     for    popular
resistance  -  detailed  study  and  analysis  -  exa
of  theorists  and  "schools"  of  thought  -Leavis,
Frankfurt  and  Birmingham struc
Sport  and  national  identity.
of    sport    in    England,    Scot
selected  Commonwealth
The   development   and

A  socio-cul

acculturation   o
and  sporting  heroes  in

METHODS   0F   PRESENTATION:
Lectures,   seminars  and  tutorials.

INDICATIVE   READING:
Bennett,   T.    (1986)

aln.
selected   sports

Popular   Culture   and
Social  Relations.
OU  Press.

Corrigan,   P.   &  Willis,   P.    (1980)       Media,     Culture     and
Society.
Tavistock.



C,ULTURAL    STUDIES    11
Spring   Term   1992
Meeting   Two:   Thursday,    16   January   1992

1.        Introduction

Today's   meeting   may  not   even  take   place!   What   I   hope   your   reading
has   stimulated   in  today's     topic   is     an   interest     in  economic   and
social   history,   literature  and  political   economy!

I   am  particularly  interested   in  how:

an   industrial   labour  market   and   labour   force   emerg`ed

urbanisation  took  place

standards  of   living  were  debated

lived     experiences     of     work,      leisure     and  re-creation  were
recorded

These   kind  on   interests   should  encourage  me   to     seek  out     a  range
of   sources.

Since    Britain       experienced     the     first     industrial     revolution,
Marxist  historians  and    political     economist     have     been     keen  to
explore  how  labour  and  capital  were   formed.

See,      for     example,      Friedrich     Engel's  Conditions   of   the  Working
Class   in  England  as  a  19th  century  analysis  of  life   in  and  around
Manchester .

Two     recognised     20th     century     historians  of  the  period  are  Erie
Hobsbawm   and   E   P   Thompson.

If  we  are  to     use  the     term   'class'     to  differentiate     any  social
formation  then  Karl  Marx   should  be   required  reading.

2.         The   Working   Class

Given       what       we       know       about     the     social     conditions     of     an
industrialising,     urbanising     nation     state,     it     sometimes  seems
inadequate  to     discuss   leisure  as  a  concept.   But  cultural   studies
perspectives     encourage     us       to       contrast       ob.iective     material
circumstances     with     the     space     claimed     by  people   for     creative
cultural  activity.

I  would  like   to  talk  about:

1.        the  concept  of  culture
2.        some   examples   of   recreation
3.        19th  century  education

Next  week,     can  we     continue   this     theme   and     try  to     look  at   the
range  of  working  class  experience   in  the  nineteenth  century?

1
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c,

Cultural  Studies
Summer   Term   1992

The  remaining  time  we  have  together  will  be  spent  drawing
together  our  disparate  topics  and  refocusing  on  the
cultural  dimension  of  our  work.  It  will  also  be  a  time  to
prepare  for  examination!
Your  handouts  will  be  useful  sources  of  notes  for
revision  and  I  hope  you  will  be  able  to  use  some  of  the
references  and  follow  up  with  your  opwn  reading.

I  hope  that  today  we  could  use  Karl's  visit  to  America  as
a  good  way  of  identifying  what  cultural  studies  might  do
in  respect  of  sport  and  leisure.
In  thinking  about  how  to  describe  another  culture  we
should  be  encouraged  to  think  about:

process  of  observation
assumptions/expectations

learning  about/negotiating  behaviour
accomplishing  social  interaction

remembering



Developing  a  Critical  Theory  of  Cultural  Studies

5   December   1991

Introduction

So     far    this    term,     I    have    encouraged    you    to    think  about  a
particularly  British  approach    to    cultural    studies    through  the
work  of    the  Centre  for  Cultural  Studies  at  Birmingham.   I  want  to
introduce  today  another  perspective  on  cultural  studies.

In  the  course  outline,   this  perspective  is  described  as   'critical
theory, .

Raman  Selden   (1985:34)   describes  critical   theory  as:

a    wide-ranging     form    of     social     analysis    which     included
Marxian  and  Freudian  elements.

The  term  critical  theory  is  associated  with  a  number  of  theorists
who    worked    at    the     Institute     for    Social    Research  founded  in
Germany  in  the     1920s.     These     theorists     were     exiled     from  Nazi
Germany  in     1933  and  took  up  residence   in  the  United  States  until
1950 .

Their  work,   not  surprisingly,   is  affected  by  their    experience  of
both  cultures.   Raman  Selden   (1985:34)   notes   that:

Their    analysis    of    modern    culture    was     influenced  by  the
experience  of  fascism  which  had  achieved    total  dominance  at
every  level     of  social  existence   in  Germany.   In  America  they
saw  a  similar   'one-dimensional'   quality  in    the  mass  culture
and  the  permeation  of  every  aspect  of  life  by  commercialism.

Names  associated  with  critical  theory  include  Theodor  Adorno,   Max
Horkheimer  and  Herbert  Marcuse.   As  a  group  these     individuals  are
also  refered    to  as    the  Frankfurt  School  since  the  Institute  for
Social  Research  was  founded  in    Frankfurt     in     1923     and  returned
there     in    1950.     It     is     interesting    to    note     that    Adorno  and
Horkheimer    rarely      used       the       term       'Frankfurt       School'     to
characterise  their  work.

The   term     'critical   theory'   was  coined  by  Max  Horkheimer   in  1937.
In  his  account  of  the     foundations    of    the    Frankfurt     School  of
Social     Research,     Zoltan    Tar     (1984:9)     suggests     that  critical
theory's  maxim  was  that  the  thrust  towards  a    rational  society  is
nnate     in    every    person.     Critical     thoery  incorporated  Freudian
psychoanalytic     theory    with    its    Marxian    critique    of    western
capitalism  in    a  quest     for  a  comprehensive  and  general  theory  of
contemporary  capitalist  society.



Zoltan  Tar's   (1984:6)   chronology  of   developments   at   the   Institute
for  Social   Research  is   in  three  periods:

1.         1924             1930           Foundation     by     Grunberg     and   orthodox
Marxism

2.         1931      -      1950s     Max        Horkheimer        and        a     pessimistic
philosophy  of  culture

3.         1951   -1969   Theodor  Adorno   and   development   of   theory   of
society  as  social  totality

•The  legacy  of  this  critical     theory    can     be     characterised    as  a
cultural  analysis    that   is     humanistic,   sensitive  to  the  problems
of  20th  century  culture  and  that  promotes   interdisciplinary  work.

One  of  the  particular  interests  of  critical  theorists  was  art  and
literature.   Both    offered  a  challenge  to  totalitarian  society  and
a  way  of   resisting   it.   Max  Horkheimer  suggested   for  example   that:

the  masses  reject  the  avant-garde  because     it  disturbs  their
unthinking  and     automa-tic  acquiescence   in  their  manipulation
by     the     social     system:        by     making       down-trodden     humans
shockingly     aware     of     their     own    despair,     the  work  of  art
announces   a   freedom  which  makes   them   fume.    (quoted     in  Raman
Selden   1984:34)

2.        Implications   for  Sport  and  Leisure?

Critical  theorists    point  out    that  despite    the  carastrophes  and
degradations  of  the  twentieth  century  we     persist   in    behaving  as
if  nothing    has  changed.   Critical  theory  draws  upon  a  dialectical
view  of     society    which    views     development     as     a     resolution  of
contradictions     in     society.     How     do     you     retain     autonomy  in  a
totalitarian  society    that  impirints    the  individial    with  a  one-
dimentional  character?

John     Hoberman        (1984)      in     S_p___9r_I      and     Political      Ideology     has
discussed  the  contribution  of   'critical  theory'     to  understanding
sport .

*

a  disdain    for  the    body  enables  a  critical  view  of  the
cultural  and  political     signif icance    of    the    body  but
also  limits  understanding  of  sport

challenges       the       narcissistic       view       of       the    body
(particularly  during    Nazi  era):     exuberant  vitality  as
preparing  corpses!

sport     as     vacuous     emotion     and  a  critique  of  physical
dexterity



*          sports  belong   to   the   realm  of  un freedom  no  matter  where
they  are  organized

John     Hoberman        (1984:248)      asks      if     the     above     views      (mainly
expressed  by  Theodor  Adorno)   are  more   .jaundiced  than  critical?



CULTURAL   STUDIES    11
Spring   Term   1992
Meeting  One:   Thursday,   9   January   1992

1.       Introduction

Now  that     an  assignment     for  the  course   is  out  of  the  way  perhaps
we  can  relax  and  really  start  to  explore  cultural  studies    in  the
context  of  sport  and  leisure.

Do  you  remember  when  we   first  met  back  in  October.   I   included  the
following  elements     in    a    handout.     With    regard    to     the  course
outline,   I    wondered  if    you  shared    with  me  a  desire  to  sort  out
what  the   following  terms  mean:

emergence  of  cultural  forms

popular  culture  as  a  site  for  popular  resistance
socio-cultural  analysis

accul turat i on

Do  you  recall  our    f irst    attempts    to    develop    the    concepts  of
society  and  culture?

I  suggested  that:

It  is    now  unlikely    that  you  will  be  encouraged  to  think  of
sport    as    an      isolated      activity.       W.riters      like    Jenny
Hargreaves(1982)   and     Alan  Tomlinson   (1982)   were  alerting  us
to  the  cultural  signif icance    of  sport    almost  a    decade  ago
and  identifying  how  cultural  studies  might  help.

And    I    encouraged    you    to    have    a  look  at  the  kind  of  articles
contained     in    Jennifer    Hargreaves'     (1982)     Sport,     Culture  and
Ideology  and     at  Alan    Tomlinson's   (1982).   Both  authors  encourage
us  to  locate  sport  in  a  wider  context.

Jennifer  Hargreaves   (1982:16),   for  example,   suggests  that:

It  is  cliff icult  to  treat  as  problematic  something  which
is    taken-for-granted    as    manifestly    apparent    and  to
identify  the  hidden  ways  in  which  sport  embodies  social
anatagonisms  and  may  be  biased  and  paLrtial.

Alan  Tomlinson   (1982:51)   notes   that:

Sport  cannot    be  seen  as  something  set  ap?I_i  f ron  other
spheres  of  social  life.  A  sports  theory  set    apart  from
central    sociological    questions    will    be  a  dislocated
theory,   a  theory  of  human  practice  out  of  context.   Such
a       ' theory'       fails       to      make       the       link      between
particularised  milieu  and  wider  public  context,   between
biography  and  history.

1
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Both  would    agree  that     in  order    to  critically  analyse  our  lived
exT>erience   of   sport  we  must:

...   situate  the  sports  activity  as  a  cultul`al  form  in  a
particular  context  of  wider  influences  or  determinants.
(Tomlinson   1982:53)

As  a  means  of  coming     to     terms     with     is     the     language     used  by
cultural  theorists  we  explored  some  of  the  work  of  the  Centre'  for
Contemporary    Cultural     Studies     in       Birmingham    before     briefly
discussing  the     significance  of    critical  theory  (see  notes  for  5
December  attached  to  these  notes).

In  this  the  Spring  Term,   I    would  like    us  to    develop  a  cutlural
studies    approach    to    sport    and    leisure  that  is  sensitive  to  a
range  of    perspectives    on    culture.     In    their    discussion    of  a
critical    approach    to    educational    research,     Wi fred    Carr    and
Stephen  Kimmis   (1986:41)   suggest  that  teachers     build  educational
theory    through      critical    reflection    on    their    own    practical
knowledge.   I  would  like  to  encourage  us  to  do  the     same  for  sport
and  leisure  in  a  range  of  cultural  contexts.

Fundamental  to  this  approach  is  the  assertion  that:

Sport      and      leisure      are    historically    located,     social,
political  and  problematic.

Thus  the  content  of  our  course  can  become    a  facsinating    area  of
enquiry!   During  the  term  we  will  need  to  look  at:

the  relationship  between  sport,   leisure  and  culture

the  mobilisation  of  national  identity  in  sport

But  in    order  that    you  have  a  sense  of  ownership  of  the  course  I
suggest  that  we  work  round  themes  to  which  you  bring     evidence  of
reading  and  critical  reflection.

Try  to    have  a    look  at    the  recommended  reading  in  your  original
course  outline.   But  please  try  to  browse  widely!

The  themes  I   suggest  are:

16  &  23  January:          The  development  of  working     class  patterns  of
leisure .

30  Jam  &  6   Feb:             Middle     Class       responses     to     working     class
leisure ,

13  &  20  February:       Gender  and  access  to   sport  and  leisure.

27   Feb  &   5   March:        The   body   in  culture

12   &  19  March:               Nationalism  and  the  role  of  the   state

2



26   March  &   2   Apr:        Own  choice   of   theme.

The  learning  outcomes  of     the     course     are     couched     in     terms  of
articulating,     understanding      and    analysing.     I    hope    that    by
engaging  you  in  your  own  learning    we     can    develop    the     kind  of
critical   thinking     that  Carr  and  Kemmis   (1986:113)   note  when  they
suggest  that:

theory  informs    and    transforms    practice    by    informing  and
transforming  the    ways  in    which  practice  is  experienced  and
uncle rs tood .

What  I  am  suggesting  will   take  some  work    on  your    part.   But  this
seems  preferable  to  me  talking  at  you!

I  hope  you  enjoy  the  term.

Keith  Lyons
8   January   1992
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CULTURAL   STUDIES
Thursday  20  February  1992

1.       Introduction

In  the  remaining  time  this  term,   I  would  like  to  discuss:

20  February:                   Gender  and  access  to  sport  and  leisure.

27   Feb  &  5   March:        The  body   in  culture

12   &  19  March:               Nationalism  and  the   role  of  the  state

26   March  &   2   Apr:        Own  choice   of   theme.

As     ever,     I     hope     our    meetings     can    be     suggestive     about  the
distinctiveness  of  cultural  studies.   The  topics  chosen  inform  any
thorough-going  cultural     analysis.   By    drawing  them  out  as  topics
we  can  consider  them  as   foreground  material.

In  today's  topic,   we    address    a    fundamental     issue     in  cultural
studies:   gendered    cultural  practice  and  the  cultural  space  to  be
creative  and  to  resist  dominant   (hegemonic?)  patriarchy.

2.       Gender,   Access,   Sport  and  Leisure

In  a  copy  of  a  Year  Two  Sociology  of  Sport  handout  on     the  Female
Athlete   (attached    here)   I    discuss  the  impact  of  gender  on  sport
and  leisure.   A  quote  that  summarises  my  own  feelings  about  gender
are  encapsulated  by  Margaret  Talbot:

Not  only    do   fewer  women  than  men  play  sport,   but  women  play
less  often,   and  across    a  narrower    range  of    sports.   Class,
age,   education,     marriage  and    children  all  have  more  marked
effects       on      women' s       participation         than       on      men' s.
Responsibilities  for  child  care,   shortage  of  free  time,   lack
of  personal  transport  and    money,     and    low    levels    of  self
conf idence  are     all  reasons  why  women  are  less  able  than  men
to  pursue  sporting   interests.   (Coaching  Focus,   1986)

It  might  be  helpful  to  distinguish  sex  and  gender:

Sex               is  the  biological  basis  for  male  and  female  status
Gender        is  the  cultural  construction  of  social  expectations

We  ought  also  to  recognise  that  the  debate  about  sport  and  gender
can  be  at  two  levels.

Opportunity

Power

debates  about  involvement  here  focus  on  increasing
participation    rates,     access    to    resources,     the
profile  of    women's  sport  but  does  not  necessarily
ask  questions  about  the  nature  of  sport  itself .

and  the  critique  of  the   'maleness'     of  sport.   This
kind    of    argument    questions  the  whole  edif ice  of
sport  and  a  re-visioning  of  sport.



A  feminist  critique  of  the  cultural  forms  of  sport  is    evident  in
the  writings     of  Jenny    Hargreaves   and   in  Nancy  Theberge's   (1985)
article   in  Que_a_t_.   She   suggests   that:

women's       sporting       practice       can       challenge     gender
inequality      by      challenging     sexual     stereotypes    and
patriarchal   control   of  women's   bodies.    (1985:202)

I  think  the  argument  here   is  about  using     conspicuous  examples  of
gendered    sport    to    get    at    the  invisible  control   (external  and
internal)   experienced  by  women.

In  Cultural  Studies  I  think  we     can  discuss     the  visible  examples
of    this     control?     We     can    also     pursue     some     thematic     issues
arising.     There  are     increasing  numbers     of  feminist     accounts  of
sport  now     to  challenge  myths  about   female   involvement.   But  myths
are  social    constructions    and    have    the    force    of    history  and
culture  behind    them.   I     think  we  have  to  unpick  this  history  and
culture  link.

Feminism  is  an  approach  that  desires  women  to  exercise  more  power
and  achieve     greater  autonomy.     There  are     a  I.ange  of   'feminisms'
that  you  might  one  day  want     to     follow    up.     Mary    Boutilier  and
Lucinda     SanGiovanni     (1983)     stimulated  considerable  debate  with
their  book  The  ST)orting  Woman.   In  it  they  discuss   four  strands  of
feminism    and     how     each     of     these     has     its     own     framework  for
understanding  female  involvement   in  sport.

There   is  now  an  immense  literature  linked  to  feminism  and  women's
studies.   Jennifer  Hargreaves  has  been  influential   in  sharing  some
of  this  literature.  Other    influential    figures    in    this  country
have  been     Margaret  Talbot   and  Rosemary  Deem.   My  own  thinking  has
been  stimulated  by:

1.       The     rootedness     of    present       practice     in     ideologies
nurtured  by  nineteenth  century  life.

2.       Cultural  divisions  of  labour.

3.        Contrary  examples     of   female     success   (see  for  example,
Sheila  Fletcher's  account  of  the  PE  profession  in  Women
First ) .

4.       Feminist  cultural  studies.

I  hope    that  your    reading  and  thinking  about  the  impact  of  class
in  the  nineteenth  century  will  have    given    a    feel    for    the  the
access  that     socio-economic  status  afforded  to  sport  and  leisure.
We  should  be  sensitive     to  dif ferences    within  gender    as  well  as
between  gender.

But     it    would    be     an    oversight    not    to  recognise  the  gendered
barriers  to  participation.   The  Journal  Of    Sport  History  provides
innumerable  examples    of  these    barriers.   The  interest  in  finding
out  more  about  women's  experience  has  encouraged  a    great  deal  of
empirical  research    in  the    past  twenty  years.   Christine  Griffin,
Rachel   Dixey  are  two   good  examples.     More   recently     Quest_   (Autumn
1991)   has  provided  an  interesting  case  study  of  bodybuilding.



Cultural  Studies
Summer  Term   1992

Thursday,   30  April   1992

The  remaining  time  we  have  together  will  be  spent  drawing
together    our    disparate    topics    and    refocusing    on    the
cultural  dimension  of  our  work.   It  will  also  be  a  time  to
prepare  for  examination!
Your    handouts    will    be    useful    sources    of    notes    for
revision  and  I  hope  you  will  be  able  to  use   some  of   the
references  and  follow  up  with  your  opwn  reading.

I  hope  that  today  we  could  use  Karl's  visit  to  America  as
a  good  way  of  identifying  what  cultural   studies  might  do
in  respect  of  sport  and  leisure.
In   thinking   about   how   to   describe   another   culture   we
should  be  encouraged  to  think  about:

process  of  observation
assumptions/expectations

learning  about/negotiating  behaviour

accomplishing  social  interaction
remembering



CULTURAL   STUDIES
Thursday   26   March   1992

The   Nation   State   and   Nationalism   11

1.        Introduction

Last    week     I     tried     to     give     an  overview  of  some  of  the   issues
raised  for  cultural   studies  by  the  nation  state     and  naticinalism.
The       current       election       in     Britain,     events     surrounding     the
Commonwealth     of     Independent     States     and     even     the     television
pictures  of  celebrations   in  Pakistan  following  Pakistan's  cricket
team's  victory   in   the  world   cup   can   provide   immediate  examples  of
some  of  the   issues   raised.

This     week     I     would     like     to     invite     you     to     think     about   how
overdetermined   life  chances  are   in  the  nation  state.   I  would   like
to     suggest     that    we     should     think  about  understanding  cultural
practices   in  the  context  of :

*         an  historical-structural   model   of     development  of  world
system

*         the    specif ic    history    of    the  state  and   its  effect  on
social   and  cultural   processes

We  ought  to   be  aware  also  of  trends     identified   by     A   D     Smith   i.n
The   Ethnic     Revival    (1981).      He   reports   and   discusses   the   .tmodern
renaissance  of  ethnic  solidarity  and  sentiment  that  takes   its  cue
from     a     highly     charged      romantic     nationalism"      (1981:xii).      He
suggests  that:

Ethnic  nationalism  has  striven  to  turn  the  ethnic  group   into
that  more    abstract  and     politicised  category,   the   'nation',
and  then  to  establish  the  latter    as  the    sole  criterion  for
statehood.    (1981:xii)

By  raising  questions  about  the  macrostructure  of  the  state   in  the
context  of  what  Smith   terms   'polyethnicity'   we  should     get  closer
to  understanding  the  dynamic  qualities  of  cultural   practices.

Nationalism  seeks     to  attain   and  maintain   the  autc)nomy,   unity  and
identity  of  a  social   group.   It  does  so     by  either     establishing  a
territory     or/and        a     community     of     culture.      Smith      (1981:184)
suggests  that:

the     central     aim    of     the     modern     ethnic     revival        is     to
subordinate       social       and       political     action     to     cultural
imperatives  and  to  turn  the  state   into  a  vehicle  of  historic
community,      in     the     name     of     ethnic     nationalism     and     its
unrelenting  quest  for  autonomy,   unity  and   identity.

What   is  of  particular     interest  to     us   is     how  cultural   practices
linked  to     sport  and   leisure  are  situated   in  this  process.   A  good
example  of  a  discussion  of  the   ideological   component  of  the  state
can   be     found   in     John   Hoberman's   Spc)rt   and   Ideology.   Other   names
associ.abed  with   this   kind     of  work     are   John     Hargreaves,   Richard
Gruneau   and   Hart  Cantelon.



2.        The   Popular   and   the   Political

The   rootedness    of  cultural   forms   in  state  formations   requires  us
to     have     a     sense     of     the     links     between     popular     culture  and
political   structures.      In  his     discussion  of  these   links,   Richard
Gruneau   (1988:23)   suggests   that:

the  contents  of  popular    culture  and     t,he  f ixed    subjects  of
that  culture  can  only  be  understood  historically  against  the
background  of     various     social     struggles,     negotiations  and
camp romi ses .

Such   understanding   requires:

historical   scholarship

accommodation   and   compromise

At  the     end  of   last  week's  notes   I   suggested  we  might  have  a   look
at  how   identity   is  mobilised   in  Britain.   In   particular,   I   thought
we  might     have   a   look   at  how   race   is  defined   and   used   to  mobilise
9 roups .

How  does   Britain   deal   with   'polyethnicity'?

*
*

*

*
*

*

isolation          :
accommodat i on :

communal ism      :

autonomi sin        :
separatism       :

irredentism     :

The     cultural     forms     of

ethnic  community  stays  aloof
adjust,ments            are            made            through
part i c i pat i on
control   in     those   regions  where   group   is
demographic  majority
a  federal   solution
the       goal         of       ethnonational       self-
dete rm i nat i on
fragmented   community  seeks   reunif ication

sport    and     leisure   in  these  strategies
should     prc)vide     interesting     examples     of     popular       culture     as
reproduction  or     transformation.   As     indications  of     this   kind  c)f
work   see:

Hart  Cantelon   (ed)

Richard   Gruneau   (ed)

( 1988 )

( 1988 )

Leisure,   Sport   &   Working   Class
Cultures          (Garamond        Press,
Toronto)

Popular  Cultures  and   Political
Practices        (Garamond       Press ,
Toronto)



CULTURAL   STUDIES
Thursday  20  February  1992

1.       Introduction

In  the  remaining  time  this  term,   I  would  like  to  discuss:

20  February:                   Gender  and  access  to  sport  and  leisure.

27   Feb  &  5   March:        The   body   in  culture

12  &  19  March:               Nationalism  and  the  role  of  the  state

26   March  &   2   Apr:        Own  choice   of   theme.

As     ever,     I     hope     our    meetings     can    be     suggestive     about  the
distinctiveness  of  cultural  studies.   The  topics  chosen  inform  any
thorough-going  cultural     analysis.   By    drawing  them  out  as  topics
we  can  consider  them  as  foreground  material.

In  today's  topic,   we    address    a    fundamental     issue     in  cultural
studies:   gendered    cultural  practice  and  the  cultural  space  to  be
creative  and  to  resist  dominant   (hegemonic?)  patriarchy.

2.       Gender,   Access,   Sport  and  Leisure

In  a  copy  of  a  Year  Two  Sociology  of  Sport  handout  on     the  Female
Athlete   (attached    here)   I    discuss  the  impact  of  gender  on  sport
and  leisure.   A  quote  that   summarises  my  own  feelings  about  gender
are  encapsulated  by  Margaret  Talbot:

Not  only    do   fewer  women  than  men  play  sport,   but  women  play
less  often,   and  across    a  narrower    range  of    sports.   Class,
age,   education,     marriage  and    children  all  have  more  marked
effects       on      women' s       participation         than       on      men' s.
Responsibilities  for  child  care,   shortage  of  free  time,   lack
of  personal  transport  and    money,     and    low    levels    of  self
conf idence  are     all  reasons  why  women  are  less  able  than  men
to  pursue   sporting   interests.   (Coaching  Focus,1986)

It  might  be  helpful  to  distinguish  sex  and  gender:

Sex               is  the  biological  basis  for  male  and  female  status
Gender         is  the  cultural  construction  of  social  expectations

We  ought  also  to  recognise  that  the  debate  about  sport  and  gender
can  be  at  two  levels.

Opportunity

Power

debates  about  involvement  here  focus  on  increasing
participation    rates,     access    to    resources,     the
profile  of    women's  sport  but  does  not  necessarily
ask  questions  about  the  nature  of  sport  itself .

and  the  critique  of  the   'maleness'     of  sport.   This
kind    of    argument    questions  the  whole  edifice  of
sport  and  a  re-visioning  of  sport.



A  feminist  critique  of  the  cultural  forms  of  sport  is    evident  in
the  writings     of  Jenny    Hargreaves  and   in  Nancy  Theberge's   (1985)
article   in  Que_st_.   She   suggests  that:

women' s       sporting       practice       can       challenge     gender
inequality      by      challenging    sexual     stereotypes    and
patriarchal   control   of  women's   bodies.    (1985:202)

I  think  the  argument  here  is  about  using    conspicuous  examples  of
gendered    sport    to    get    at    the  invisible  control   (external  and
internal)   experienced  by  women.

In  Cultural  Studies  I  think  we    can  discuss    the  visible  examples
of     this     control?     We    can    also    pursue     some     thematic     issues
arising.     There  are     increasing  numbers     of  feminist    accounts  of
sport  now    to  challenge  myths  about   female   involvement.   But  myths
are  social    constructions    and    have    the    force    of    history  and
culture  behind    them.   I     think  we  have  to  unpick  this  history  and
culture  link.

Feminism  is  an  approach  that  desires  women  to  exercise  more  power
and  achieve     gI.eater  autonomy.     There  are     a  range  of   'feminisms'
that  you  might  one  day  want     to     follow    up.     Mary    Boutilier  and
Lucinda     SanGiovanni     (1983)     stimulated  considerable  debate.with
their  book  The  Sporting  Woman.   In  it  they  discuss  four  strands  of
feminism    and     how    each    of    these     has     its     own     framework  for
understanding  female  involvement   in  sport.

There   is  now  an  immense  literature  linked  to  feminism  and  women's
studies.   Jennifer  Hargreaves  has  been  influential  in  sharing  some
of  this  literature.  Other    influential    figures    in    this  country
have  been     Margaret  Talbot  and  Rosemary  Deem.   My  own  thinking  has
been  stimulated  by:

1.       The     rootedness    of    present       practice     in    ideologies
nurtured  by  nineteenth  century  life.

2.       Cultural  divisions  of  labour.

3.        Contrary  examples     of   female     success   (see   for  example,
Sheila  Fletcher's  account  of  the  PE  profession  in  Women
First ) .

4.       Feminist  cultural  studies.

I  hope    that  your    reading  and  thinking  about  the  impact  of  class
in  the  nineteenth  century  will  have    given    a    feel     for    the  the
access  that     socio-economic  status  afforded  to  sport  and  leisul.e.
We  should  be  sensitive    to  differences    within  gender    as  well  as
between  gender.

But     it    would    be    an    oversight    not    to  recognise  the  gendered
barriers  to  participation.   The  Journal  Of    Sport  History  provides
innumerable  examples    of  these    barriers.   The  interest  in  finding
out  more  about  women's  experience  has  encouraged  a    great  deal  of
empirical  research    in  the    past  twenty  years.   Christine  Griffin,
Rachel   Dixey  are   two   good  examples.      More   recently     Que_a_i_   (Autumn
1991)   has  provided  an  interesting  case  study  of  bodybuilding.



CULTURAL   STUDIES
Thursday   19   March   1992

The  Nation  State  and  Nationalism

1.        Introduction

At  some    stage,   cultural  studies  has  to  address  issues  related  to
the  state.   Implicit   in  many  of     our  conversations     about  hegemony
and    modes     of    production    are     theories  of  and  about  the  nation
state.   John  Hargreaves   (1986)     and  his     analysis  of     sport,   power
and  culture     is  an    example  of    an  attempt    to  theorise  about  the
state  as  a  social  formation.

We  live   in  a  world  system    of    nation     states.     Such    states  have
established  two  monopolies  within  territorial  limits:

*         the  use  of  physical  force
*         the  generation  of  resources  -  a  tax  system.

States  by    their  definition:     maintain  order;   protect  individuals
from  outside  attack;   prevent  violence  by  private  individuals;   and
enfol.ce    a    legal     structure.     At    the    present  time,   the  general
election  provides  an  excellent  opportunity  to    examine  the  claims
of  political  parties  to  the  work  of  the  state.   Given  that  you  are
studying   in  Wales,   you  might  be     aware  that     one  of     the  election
issues     is     devolution    and    whether    Wales     should    have   its  own
assembly.   Some  politicians     are     opposed     to     this     and    cite  the
significance  of  the  Act  of  Union  between  England  and  Wales.

The  state     structure  we  have  today  has  developed  historically  out
of  feudalism  and  royal  absolutism.   One  interesting  question  about
this    process     is    what     structures  limit  the  modern  nation  state
from  exceeding   its  authority.     An  even    more  challenging  question
is  who  exercises  state  power?

In     his     discussion     of     the     modern  state,   Fred  Block   (1980:230)
suggests  that:

each  social  formation  determines  the  particular  ways  in
which  state  power  will  be  exercised  within  that  society
and  social  formations  will  vary  in  degree  to    which  the
exercise  of  state  power  is  constrained  by  class  power.

In     an     influential     study     of     The  Modern  World  System,   Immanuel
Wallerstein   (1974:335)   suggests   that:

A  strong  state  is  a  partially  autonomous  entity    in  the
sense  that    it  has    a  margin    of  action  available  to  it
wherein     it       reflects     the       compromises     of    multiple
interests,   even    if  the  bounds  of  these  margins  are  set
by  the  existence  of  some  groups  of  primordial   strength.

Although  this  may  seem  a  long  way  from  what  you  construe  cultural
studies  to    be,   it    is  a    central  problem  that  we  ought  to  try  to
get  to  grips  with!   Just  who   in  our  society  has  the   final   say?  Who
confers  legitimacy    on  these    people  and  who  do  they  mobilise  our
part i c ipat i on?



If  we  can  ask  these  kinds     of  questions    we  are     engaging   in  what
Charles  Tilly   (1975)   regarded  as   'hard  questions'.   We  are  asking,
for  example,   what  structural  alternatives  are  possible?  Why  do  we
have  one  particular  form  of  state?

2.       Popular  Culture  and  Political  Power

The     links     we     can    make     between     the     preceding     arguments  and
cultural  studies  are  exemplified  in  Fred     Inglis's  book      Popular
Culture  and  Political  Power (1988).   It   is   the  kind  of  book  I   hope
you  will  try  to  read!   Early  on   (page   3),   Inglis  posits  that:

there   is  much  to     be  said     for  holding     to  some  general
axiom  that    mostly  political    power  will   indeed  seek  to
dominate  the  harmless    play    of    the    people    either  to
ensure  their  further  subjugation,   or  to  extort  a  little
more  of  their  surplus  value,   or  both.

Later   on  he   suggests   (1988:221):

we  might  say  of  Britain  that  she  constructs     a  state  by
constructi
discreetly
the  safer
the  homes,
government

a       network     of       safe     homes;     the     more
nd  genially    authoritative    the  government,
he  homes;   and  the  more  prosperous  and  happy
he  more     popular  the     govel`nment.   Where   the
s  popular,   the  state  is  secure.

Although  his     argument   is    difficult  to  follow,   what  I  think  Fred
Inglis  proposes     is  that     cultures  have     symbolising  actions®   And
these  actions    are  significant.     He  cites  the  British  interest  in
the  Royal   Family  as  an  example  of  this.   Although  we     may  view  the
processions       and       self       display       of       the       Royal     Family    as
anachronistic,     Inglis       suggests    that       each    performance    does
something:   it     is  a  performative  text,   "the  occasion  is  a  crux  of
what  politics     is"   (1988:223).      "It  gives     form  and     force  to  the
political  emotions     of  the  society  concerned."  An  example  of  this
is  how    we  tend    to   imagine     state  power     in  the     bodies  of  other
people.   With  regard  to  power   "we  usually  think  of   it  as  what  ±±e][
have   got   and  we   haven't."(1988:224)

Cultural  Studies  should  concern  itself  with    decoding  narratives.
In    these    notes     I     have     tried    to     indicate  how  we  might  start
addressing  the  links  between  nation  state    and  culture.     For  next
week  I     wonder  if     we  can     look  at  how  Britain   (whatever  that  may
be)     mobilises     images     of     nationalism    and    deals    with    ethnic
di f ferences .

You  might     want  to     have  a  look  at  John  Hoberman's  book  Sport  and
Political   Ideology  as  general  background  reading.
See   also:
Husbands,   C   (ed)           (1987)          Race   in  Britain
Jarvie,   G   (ed)                (1991)          Race   and   Sport
If  you  have  the  chance:
Hill,    D                                      (1989) Out  of  his     Skin:     the     John  Barnes

Phenomenon



BA   SHMS    1991-92
REVISION   SEMINAFts

Year   Two
Cultural   Studies

During     our     two     terms     together     I     have  tried  to   indicate  what
distinguishes   Cultural   Studies   as   a  form     of  enquiry     in   Movement
Studies.

In   the     examination,   you     will   have     a  choice     of   THREE   questions
from  seven   topics.   The  topics   reflect  the  work  we   have  covered   to
date I

1.        What  characterises   'cultural   studies'?

2.        What   kind     c}f   perspective  does   cultural   studies   bring   to  the
study  of   leisure?

3.        How  can   the     concept     of     'class'     enable     us     to  understand
nineteenth  century   leisure  and   sport   in   Britain.

4.        What  can  cultural   studies  tell   us  about  the   body?

5.        The   concept   of   'hegemony'.

6.        Popular  culture,   creativity  and   resistance?

7.        National    identity.

In   the   last  two  terms  we   have  discussed  the  fc)llowing:

CULTIJRAL    STUDIES    11
Lecture  One
Thursday,    3   October   1991

During  this     year,   our  task   is  to  develop  an   understanding  of  the

gi:::::ti::ne:3u::ec:::::?!t::#ie3;veo:e  i:5k  :E  :E:rEi:goutsa:3
make     a     note     of     any     terms       that     strike       you     as     requiring
explanation.   I     wonder   if     you  share  with  me  a  desire  to  sort  out
what   the   following   terms   might  mean:

emergence  of  cultural   forms

pc)pular  culture  as  a  site  for  popular   resistance

socio-cultural   analysis

accu i tu rat i on

One   important  task     will      be     to     consider     how     cultural   studies
differs   from   sc>ciology.



Our  experience  of  culture

I   thought     it  might     be   interesting  to  think  abctut  the  concept  of

#n:¥esr:ia::n%h::kj::  :::ut?Wn  experience.     Could  you  spend

i.         Your        background:         your        home,         your     family,      yc)ur
educational   experience,   your  sporting  experience.   ,

2.       Your  present  tastes,   interests  and  hobbies.
3.       Your  aspirations/hopes  for  the  future.

Perhaps   you   could   now  share   your     thoughts  with     someone  else   and
discuss     them.      You     might     want     to     ask   questions  about  someone
else's  experience.

Developing  some  concepts:   society  and  culture

It   is   now   unlikely   that   yc>u  will   be   encouraged   to     think   of   sport
as   an      isolated   activity.   Writers   like   Jenny  Hargreaves(1982)   and
Alan     Tomlinson        (1982)     were        alerting     us        to     the     cultural
signif icance     of     sport     almost     a  decade  ago  and   identifying   how
cultural   studies  might  help.

For  next  week,   have  a   look  at  the     kind  of     articles  contained   in
Jennifer   Hargreaves'      (1982)   Sport,      Culture   and     Ideology   and   if
possible   look  at     Alan     Tomlinson's     (1982)     article     attached   to
these   nc>tes.   Bc>th   authors  encourage   us   to   locate  sport   in   a  wider
context .

Jennifer  Hargreaves   (1982:16)   suggests   that:

It   is  c!ifficult  to  treat  as  problematic  something  which
is     taken-for-granted     as    manifestly     apparent    and  to
identify   the   hidden   ways   in  which   sport  embodies   social
anatagonisms   and  may   be   biasecl   and   partial,

Alan   Tomlinson   (1982:51)   notes   that:

Sport  cannot     be  seen  as  something  set  g±±jar±  from  other
spheres  of  social   life.   A  sports  theory  set     apart  from
central     sociological     questions     will      be  a  dislocated
theory,   a  theory  of  human  practice  out  of  context.   Such
a        'theory'        fai ls       to       make       the        1 ink        between
particularised   milieu   and   wicler   public   context,   between
biography   and   history.

Both  would     agree  that     in  order     to  critically  analyse  our   lived
experience  of  sport  we  must:

...   situate  the  sports  activity  as  a  cultural   form  in  a
particular  context  of  wider   inf luences  c)r  determinants.
(Tomlinson    1982:53)

What  we  will   have   to  come   to  terms  with   is     the   language     used   by
cultural   theorists.      Perhaps   as  we   go  on   we  will   develop   a  shared
vocabu l ary .
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Now  that  an  assignment  for  the  course   is     out  of     the  way  perhaps
we  can     relax  and   really  start  to  explore  cultural   studies   in  the
context  of  sport  and   leisure.   Do  you   remember     when  we     first  met
back   in     October.    I   included   the   following   elements   in   a  handout.
With   regard   to  the  course  outline,   I   wondered   if   you     shared  with
me  a  desire  to  sort  out  what  the   following   terms  mean:

emergence  of  cultural   forms

popular  culture  as  a  site  for  popular   resistance

socio-cultural   analysis

accu l tu rat i on

Do     you     recall     our     first    att,empts     to  develop  the  concepts  of
society  and  culture?

I   suggested  that:

It   is   now   unlikely  that   you  will   be     encouraged   to     think  of
sport       as       an       isolated       activity.     Writers     like     Jenny
Hargreaves(1982)   and   Alan   Tomlinson   (1982)   were     alerting   us
to  the     cultural   significance     of  spc)rt     almost  a  decade  ago
and   identifying   how  cultural   studies   might   help.

And   I   encouraged   you   to  have     a     look     at     the     kind     of  articles
contained      in     Jennifer     Hargreaves'      (1982)     Sport,      Culture   and
Ideology   and   at  Alan     Tomlinson's   (i982).      Both   authors   encourage
us  to   locate  sport   in  a  wider  context.

Jennifer  Hargreaves   (1982:16),   for   example,   suggests   that:

It   is  cliff icult  to  treat  as  problematic  something  which
is     taken-fc>r-granted     as     manifestly     apparent     and  to
identify   the   hidden  ways   in   which   sport  embodies   social
anatagonisms   and  may   be   biased   and   partial.

Alan   Tomlinson   (1982:51)   notes   that:

Sport  cannot   be   seen   as   something   set  ±pLa±=j;_     from  other
spheres  of    social   life,   A  sports  theory  set  apart  from
central   sociological     questions     will      be     a  dislocated
thec)ry,   a  theory  of   human   practice  out  of  context.   Such
a        'theory'        fai ls       to       make       the        l ink       between
particularised  milieu   and  wider   public  context,   between
biography   and   history.

Both  would  agree  that     in  order     to  critically     analyse  our   lived
experience  of  sport  we  must:

...   situate  the  sports  activity  as  a  cultural   form  in  a



particular  context  of  wider   inf luences  or  determinants.
(Tomlinson    1982:53)

As     a     means     of     coming     to     terms     with   is   the   language   used   by
cultural   theorists  we  explored  some  of  the  work  of  the  Centre  for
Contemporary     Cultural        Studies      in     Birmingham     before     briefly
discussing  the  significance  of  critical   theory     (see  notes     for  5
December  attached  to  these  notes).

In   this     the   Spring     Term,   I     would   like   us   to   develop   a  cutlural
studies  approach  to  sport  and     leisure    that     is    sensitive    to  a
range     of     perspectives     on     culture.      In     their     discussion  of  a
critical     approach     to     educational      research,     Wi fred     Carr     and
§tephen   Kimmis      (1986:41)   suggest   that   teachers   build   educational
theory     through     critical     reflection     on     their       own     practical
knowledge.      I   would   like   to  encourage   us   to  do  the   same   for   sport
and   leisure   in  a  range  of  cultural   contexts.

Fundamental   tc)  this  approach   is  the  assertion   that:

Sport     and     leisure       are       histc>rically        locatec],      social,
political   and   problematic.

Thus  the     content  of     our  course  can   become  a  facsinating  area  of
enquiry!   During   the   term  we   will   need   to   look   at:

the   relationship   between  sport-,   leisure  and  culture

the  mobilisation  of  national   identity   in  sport

But   in  order  that  you  have  a  sense  of  ownership     of  the     course   I
suggest  that     we  work   round   themes   to  which   you   bring   evidence  of
reading  and  critical     reflection.     Try     to     have     a     look     at  the
recommended   reac!ing      in   your     original   course   outline.   But   please
try   to   browse  widely!

The   themes   I   suggest  are:

16   &   23   January:

30   Jan   &   6   Feb:

13   &   20   February:
27    Feb   &   5   March:
12    &    19    March:
26   March   &   2   Apr:

The  development  of  working     class  patterns  of
i e i su re .
Middle     Class        responses     to     working     class
i e i su re .
Gender  and  access  to  sport  and   leisure.
The   bc>dy   in   culture
Nationalism  and  the   role  of  the  state
Own   choice   of   theme.

The   learning  outcomes  of     the     course     are     couched     in     terms  of
articulating,      understanding       and     analysing.      I     hope     that     by
engaging   you   in   your   own   learning     we     can     develop     the     kind   of
critical   thinking     that   Carr   and   Kemmis   (1986:113)   note   when   they
suggest  that:

theory   informs     and     transforms     practice     by     informing  and
transforming   the     ways   in     which   practice   is   experienced   and
uncle rstood .



Developing   a  Critical   Theory  of  Cultural   Studies
5   December   1991

I nt roduct i on

So  far     this     term,      I     have     encouraged     you     to     think     about  a
particularly     British     approach     to     cultural   studies  through  the
work  of  the  Centre  for  Cultural   Studies   at  Birmingham.   I     want  to
introduce  today     another  perspective     on  cultural   studies.   In  the
course    outline,     this     perspective     is     described     as     'critical
theory , .

Raman   Selden   (1985:34)   describes   critical   theory   as:

a     wide-ranging     form     of     social      analysis     which      included
Marxian   and   Freudian   elementsB

The  term  critical   theory   is  associated  with  a  number  of  theorists
who     worked     at,     the     Institute     for     Social     Research  founded   in
Germany   in   the     1920s.      These     theorists     were     exiled     from  Nazi
Germany   in      1933   and   took   up   residence   in   the   United   States   until
1950.           Their     wc)rk,      not     surprisingly,      is     affected     by   their
experience  of   both   cultures.   Raman   Selden   (1985:34)   notes   that:

Their     analysis     of     modern     culture     was     influenced   by  the
experience  of   fascism  which   had   achieved     total   dominance  at
every   level      of   social   existence   in   Germany.   In  America  they
saw  a  similar   'one-dimensional'   quality   in     the  mass   culture
and   the   permeati.on  of   every   aspect  of   life   by   commercialism.

Names   associated   with   critical   theory   include  Theodor  Adorno,   Max
Horkheimer   and   Herbert  Marcuse.   As   a  group   these      individuals   are
also  refered    to  as    the  Frankfurt  School   since  the  Institute  for
Social   Research  was   founded   in     Frankfurt     in      1923     and   returned
there     in     1950.      It     is     interesting     to     note     that     Adorno  and
Horkheimer     rarely       used       the       term        'Frankfurt       School'      to
characterise  their  work.

The   term      'critical   theory'   was   coined   by   Max   Horkheimer   in   i937.
In   his  account  of  the     foundatic)ns     of     the     Frankfurt     School   of
Social     Research,      Zoltan     Tar     (1984:9)     suggests     that  critical
theory's  maxim  was  that  the  thrust  towards  a     rational   society   is
nnate     in     every     person.     Critical     thoery   incorporated   Freudian
psychoanalytic     theory     with     its     Marxian     critique     of     western
capitalism   in     a  quest     for  a  comprehensive  and  general   theory  of
contemporary  capitalist  society.

Zoltan  Tar's   (1984:6)   chronology  of   developments  at  the   Institute
for  Social   Research   is   in   three  periods:

1.         1924              1930           Foundation      by     Grunberg     and   orthodox
Marxism

2.         1931               1950s      Max        Horkheimer        and        a     pessimistic
philosophy  of  culture

3.         1951   -1969   Theodor  Adorno   and   development   of   theory   of
society  as  social   totality



The   legacy  of  this  critical     theory     can     be     characterised     as  a
cultural   analysis     that   is     humanistic,   sensitive  to  the  problems
of   20th  century  culture  and  that  promotes   interdisciplinary  work.

One  of  the  particular   interests  of  critical   theorists  was  art  and
literature.   Both     offered  a  challenge  to  totalitarian  society  and
a  way  of   resisting   it.   Max  Horkheimer  suggested   for  example   that:

the  masses  reject  the  avant-garde  because     it  disturbs  their
unthinking   and     automatic  acquiescence   in   their  manipulation
by     the     social      system:        by     making        down-trodden     humans
shc)ckingly     aware     of     their     own     despair,      the  work  of   art
announces   a   freedom  which   makes   them   fume.    (quoted      in   Raman
Selden    1984:34)

2.        Implications   for   Sport  and   Leisure?

Critical   theorists     pc>int  out    that  despite     the  carastrophes  and
degradations  c>f  t,he  twentieth  century  we     persist   in     behaving  as
if   nothing     has  changed.   Critical   theory  draws   upc)n   a  dialectical
view  ctf     society     which     views     development     as     a     resolution   of
contradictions     in     society.     How     do     you     retain     autonomy   in   a
totalitarian  society     that   impirints     the   individial     with  a  one-
c]imentional   character?

John        Hoberman             (1984)          in        §pQr±.__________a__rid_______________P_Q_litical          Ideology         has

discussed  the  contribution  of   'critical   theory'     to  understanding
sport'

a  disdain     for  the     body  enables  a  critical   view  of  the
cultural   and  political     significance     of     the     body   but
also   limits  understanding  of  sport

challenges       the       narcissistic       view       of       the     body
(particularly  during     Nazi   era):     exuberant  vitality  as
preparing   corpses!

spc>rt     as     vacuous     emotion     and   a  critique  of   physical
dexterity

sports   belong  to  the   realm  of  un freedom  no  matter  where
they  are  organized

John     Hoberman        (1984:248)      asks      if     the     above     views      (mainly
expressec]   by   Theodor  Adorno)   are   more  jaundiced   than   critical?
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What   I   hope   your   reading   has     stimulated   in     today's  topic     is  an
interest   in  economic  and  social   history,   literature  and  political
economy !

I   am  particularly   interested   in   how:

an   industrial   labour  market  and   labour   force  emerged

urbanisation  took  place

standarcis  of   living  were  debated

lived  experiences     of     work,      leisure     and     re-creation  were
recctrded

These   kind     of   interests     should  encourage  me  to  seek  out  a   range
of     sources.     Since     Britain     experienced     the     first     industrial
revolution,   Marxist     historians  and   political   economist  have   been
keen   to  explore   how   labour   and   capital   were   formed.

See,   for  example,   Friedrich     Engel's     Conditions     of     the  Working
C__i__a_a__a_____in    Eng_i_a_n_a_   as    a    19th    century    analysis   of    life    in    and    around
Mancheste r .

Two   recognised   20th  century  historians     of     the     period     are   Erie
Hobsbawm   and   E   P   Thompson.

If  we    are  to    use  the    term   'class'     to  differentiate  any  social
formation   then   Karl   Marx   should   be   required   reacling.

2.         The   Working   Class

Given     what     we     know     about       the       social        conditions       of     an
industrialising,      urbanising     nation     state,      it     sometimes  seems
inadequate  to  discuss   leisure  as  a  concept.   But     cultural   studies
perspectives       encourage       us       to    contrast    objective    material

:=E:=¥§Ea=::=vT#  the  space     Claimed     by     people     for       creative

I   would   like   to  talk   about:

1.        the  concept  of  culture
2.        some  examples  of   recreation
3.         19th   century   educatic}n

Next  week,     can  we     continue  this     theme  and     try  to     look  at  the
range  of  working  class  experience   in  the  nineteenth  century?



CULTURAL   STUDIES
Thursday   6   February   1992

Middle  Class   Responses   to  Working   Class   Leisure:   Some   Notes

1.         Peter   Mclntosh,   Sport   in   Socie±j£   (1987)

Types  of  sport     in     i9th     century     and     development     of  organised
structure     (60).     Role     of     ari.stocracy     and  their  patronage.(62)
Mclntosh  uses  Matthew  Arnold's     characterisation  of     society   into
Barbarians,   Philistines  and   Populace.

At    the    end    of     the    century     the     pattern    of    sport    was
predominantly   Philistine.   The     middle     classes     had   produced
their  own     team  games...      their  own     form  of   track   and   field
athletics,   their  own   swimming     competitions,      and     their  own
racquet   game   of   lawn   tennis.    (64)

Focussed     on     growing     towns     and     cities.      Philistines   initially
restricted  access     of  Populace    to  these     games  but     "did  at   last
welcome  them     provided   that     the   Populace     would   conform  to  their
etiquette   and   cc}nduct   in   play"(65).

Sport  and  the  changing  character  of  the  public  school   -impact  of
midclle   class     public   schoc}ls.   Growth   of   organised   games   linked   to
this.   Example  of   developments   at   Rugby   School   and     Arnold's  work.
Development  elsewhere     of  athleticism.   During   second   half  of   19th
century,     cult     of     athleticism     spread     (69).        Significance     of
muscular  Christianity:      see  for     example  work  of  Charles   Kingsley
and   Thomas   Hughes.   Role  of   the  Church   in   spreading   sport.

Extension  of   sport  to  masses   linked   to  economic  changes   1870-1890
when   changes   in   working   practices   reduced   working   hours.

Potential   of  sport  for  hygiene  and  character  building.

2.         Alan      Tomlinson      (1988)       'Good      Times,      Bad      Times      and      the
Politics   of   Leisure'    in   H   Cantelon      et   al      i_e__i___Sure,_   Sport   an
Working   Class   Cultures.
"when   we     speak  of     working   class     culture  we     can   no   longer
treat   'culture'   as   some     peripheral   music-making     or  worship
marked     off       from     the     more     influential     spheres     of     the'political'   or     the   'economic'.      Rather  to     speak  of  working
class    culture     is    to    speak    of  the   relation  between  these
spheres,   and  of  the  ways   in     which   these     spheres  are  joined
together  to  make  a  distinctive  way  of   life."(42)

3.         William      Baker      (1979)       'The   Leisure   Revolution   in   Victorian
England',   Journal   of   Sport  History.

Until   comparatively   recently   '1eisure'      ignored   by     historians  of
19th     century     Britain.     Although     aristocracy   relatively  stable,"the  Victorian     masses  -     middle  class     as  well      as  working   class
fc>lk     -     had     their     attitudes     and     life     styles     turned     upside
dctwn " ( 79 )  .



Authors  to     follow  for     their  account     of  Victorian     leisure:   R  W
Malcolmson,   Helen     Meller,   John   Myerscough   &   John   Lowerson,   Peter
Bai 1 ey I

Rational   recreations     and     improvement  as  omnipresent  voices?

Late   19th   century   growth     of     leisure     industry.      The     rise     c)f   a
football   industry  at  centre  stage.

Significance  of     understanding  the  Victorian  story:    "the   rc}ots  of
our  own   recreational   practices     and     beliefs     about     leisure"   are
he re .

4.              Peter     Bai  ley     (  1978)     __i_e__is_u_re  __a_n_a_______Q_=_l__ass_     i  n     Vic_tQrian     En__g___i___a_=ELd_

Impact     of     rational      recreation   and  athleticism.   One  commentator
concluded  that:

the  suburban     middle   class     made  organised     games   rank   among
England's   leading   contributic)ns   to  world   culture"   (i24).

Time      lag     between     middle     class      involvement     and   working   class
uptake.      Public     school     phenomenon,        restrictive     practices     of
governing   bodies,   amateur  ethic.

New   athleticism  mediated   by   church   and   friendly   societies.

CULTURAL    STUDIES
Thursday   20   February   1992

In   the   remaining   time   this   terms   I   would   ll.ke   to   discuss:

20   February:                    Gender  and   access  to  sport  and   leisure.
27   Feb   &   5   March:         The   body   in   culture
i2   &   19   March:                Natic)nalism  and   the   role   of   the   state

As     ever,      I     hope     our     meetings     can     be     suggestive     about  the
distinctiveness  of  cultural   studies.   The  topics  chosen   inform  any
thorough-going   cultural     analysis.   By     drawing   them  out  as  topics
we   can   consider   them  as   foreground   material.

In   today's  topic,   we     address     a     fundamental      issue     in  cultural
studies:   gendered     cultural   practice  and  the  cultural   space  to  be
creative  and   to   resist  dc)minant   (hegemonic?)   patriarchy.

2.        Gender,   Access,   Sport  and   Leisure

In   a  copy  of   a  Year   Two  Sociology   of   Sport   handout  on     the   Female
Athlete   (attached     here)   I     discuss  the   impact  of  gender  on  sport
and   leisure.   A   quote   that  summarises   my  own   feelings   about   gender
are  encapsulated   by  Margaret  Talbot:

Not   only     do   fewer   women   than   men   play   sport,    but   women   play
less  often,   and  across     a  narrower     range  of     sports.   Class,
age,   education,      marriage   and     children   all   have  more  marked



effects       on       women's       participation          than       on       men's.
Responsibilities  for  child  care,   shortage  of  free  time,   lack
of   persc>nal   transport  and     money,      and     low     levels     of  self
confic!ence   are     all   reasons  why  women   are   less   able   than   men
to   pursue   sporting    interests.     (Coaching_____=_EQ_QL!±LS_,    1986)

It  might   be   helpful   to  distinguish   sex   and   gender:

Sex                 is  the   biological   basis  for  male  and  female  status
Gender         is  the  cultural   construction  of  social   expectations

We  ought  also  to   recognise  that  the  debate  about  sport  and  gender
can   be  at  two   levels.

Opportunity          debates  about   involvement  here  focus  on   increasing
participation     rates,     access    to     resources,     the
profi  le    of        women's    sport    _b_u__I  __does    nQ_I_______n_ecessa__r__i__l__y.
a_§k  questions  about  the  nature  of  sport  itself .

Power and   the  critique  of  the   'maleness'     of  spc>rt.   This
kind     of     argument     questions  the  whole  edifice  of
sport  and  a   re-visic}ning  of  sport.

A  feminist  critique  of  the  cultural   forms  of  sport   is     evident   in
the   writings     of   Jenny     Hargreaves   and   in   Nancy   Theberge's   (1985)
article   in  Quest.   She  suggests  that,:

women's       sporting       practice       can       challenge     gender
inequality       by       challengi.ng     sexual     stereotypes     and
patriarchal   control   of   women's   bodies.    (1985:202)

I   think  the  argument  here   is  about  using     conspicuous  examples  of
gendered     sport     to     get     at     the   invisible  control   (external   and
internal)   experienced   by  women.

In   Cultural   Studies   I   think  we     can   discuss     the   visible  examples
of     this     control?     We     can     also     pursue     some     thematic     issues
arising.      There   are     increasing   numbers     c}f   feminist     accc)unts  of
sport  now     to  challenge  myths  about  female   involvement.   But  myths
are  social     constructions     and     have     the     force    of     history  and
culture   behind     them.   I     think  we   have  to  unpick   this   history  and
culture   link.

Feminism   is   an   approach   that  desires  women   to  exercise  more   power
and  achieve     greater  autonomy.     There  are     a   range  of   'feminisms'
that   you   might  one   day  want     to     follow     up.      Mary     Bouti.lier   and
Lucinda     SanGiovanni      (1983)      stimulated   considerable   debate  with
their   book  The  Sporting  Woman.   In   it  they  discuss  four  strands  of
feminism     and     how     each     of     these     has     its     own     framework   for
understanding   female   involvement   in   sport.

There   is   now   an   immense   literature   linked   to   feminism  and   women's
studies.   Jennifer  Hargreaves   has   been   influential   in   sharing   some
of  this   literature.   Other     influential     figures     in     this  country
have   been     Margaret   Talbot   and   Rosemary   Deem.   My   own   thinking   has
been   stimulated   by:



1.        The     rootedness     of     present       practice     in     ideologies
nurtured   by  nineteenth  century   life.

2.        Cultural   divisions  of   labour.
3.        Contrary  examples     of  female     success   (see   for  example,

Sheila   Fletcher's   account  c)f   the   PE   profession   in  Women
Eirs± ) I

4.        Feminist  cultural   studies.

I   hope     that  your     reading  and  thinking  about  the   impact  of  class
in  the  nineteenth  century  will   have     given     a     feel     for     the  the
access  that    socio-economic  status  afforded  to  sport  and   leisure.
We  shoulci   be  sensitive     to  differences     within   gender     as  well   as
between   gender.   But   it  would   be  an  c)versight  not  to   recognise  the
gendered   barriers   to   participation.    The   Jo__urnal       Of£Pg__rt_  _H_i__§__I__Q_r_y_
provides   innumerable     examples  of  these   barriers.   The   interest   in
finding  out  more  about  women's  experience  has  encouraged     a  great
deal   of     empirical   research     in  the     past  twenty   years.   Christine
Griffin,   Rachel   Dixey   are   two   good   examples.   More     recently  Quest
{Autumn     i99i)        has     provided        an     interesting     case     study     of
bodybu i i d i ng ,

CULTURAL    STUDIES
Sport,   Body   Image   and   Commoc!if ication

In   today's  discussion,   I   would   like   to  treat  body   image     in  sport
as  a     cultural   studies     problem.   I     would   like     to  do  so  from  the
point  of  view  of  sport  as  a  patriarchal   value  system     embedded   in
a   particular      set   of      Q£Qppm_i.Q____r.e_|at=.i_a_!i_§_!]_jpj§.    I   want   to   draw   your
attentic}n  to:

links   between  sport  and  values
some  ethnographic  evidence  about  access  to   leisure
some   recent   literat.ure  on   'body  culture'
the   body   in   consumer   cult.ure
the  politics  of  the  body

I   hope  that  whilst   I   outline     some     c]f     the     arguments     about  the
above   you   will   be   able   to   relate   them  to   your  c)wn   experience®

The  way  we  dress,   the  shapes  of  our   bodies,   our  tastes  and  values
are  socially     anci     culturally     constructed.     The     course     you   are
following   here     is  setting   an   agenda  for   you   about   your-being-in-
the-world.   I   want  to     draw  your     attention  to     a  paradox     in   your
course.    It   is   highlighted   by   tJohn   Lay   in   Quest   (43,199i,119):    the
body   in   sports   science     is  viewec]     as  a     machine.   Just     think   the
kind     of     knc)wledge     you     have   about   the   'performance   enhancement
ethos'   of   biomechanics,   exercise     physiology,   motor     learning   and
sport   psychology®

Until   recently     there  has  been   little  counter  to  this   "atomistic,
instrumental     and     mechanistic     perspective".        In     the     cultural
studies     course    we    ought     to    make  an  attempt  to  question  these
assumptions   by   developing   an   account   of     the   body.      Yc>u   will   find
that  the    Quest  journal   has  an   interesting  discussion  of  the  body
in  sport.
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The  Nation   State  and  Nationalism

1.         Introduction

At  some  stage,   cultural   studies  has  to  ac]dress     issues   related  to
the   state.      Implicit   in     many  of  our   cc}nversations   about   hegemony
and  in.g_a.es._._.Q±ueroduction   are     theories     of     and     about     the   nation
state.   John     Hargreaves   (1986)     and   his     analysis   of   sport,   pc)wer
and  culture   is  an     example  of     an  attempt     to  theorise     about  the
state  as     a  social   formation.   We   live   in   a  wctrld   system  of  nation
states.     Such     states     have     established     two     monopolies     within
territorial   limits:

*         the  use  of  physical   force
*         the  generation  of   resources  -  a  tax  system.

States   by     their  definition:     maintain  order;   protect   individuals
from  outside   attack;   prevent  violence   by   private   individuals;   and
enforce     a     legal     structure.     At     the     present  time,   the  general
election   provides  an  excellent  opportunity  to     examine  the  claims
of  political   parties  to  the  work  of  the  state.   Given  that  yc)u  are
studying   in   Wales,   yc)u   might   be     aware   that     one   of     the   election
issues     is     devolution     and     whether     Wales     should     have   its  own
assembly.   Some   poll.ticians     are     opposed     to     this     and     cite  the
signif icance   of   the  Act  of   Union   between   England   and  Wales.

The  state     structure  we  have  today  has  developecl   historically  out
of   feudalism  and   royal   absolutismD   One   interesting   question   about
this     prc)cess     is     what     structures   limit  the  modern  natic>n  state
from  exceeding   its  authority,     An  even     more  challenging   question
is  who     exercises  state     power?   In     his  discussion     of  the  modern
state,   Fred   Blc)ck   (i980:230)   suggests  that:

each  social   formation  determines  the   particular  ways   in
which  state  power  will   be  exercised  within  that  society
and   social   formations  will   vary   in   degree   to     which   the
exercise  of  state  power   is  constrained   by  class  power.

In        an         inf luential         study        of        =I_b_e______Mq_dern_____War._i___a______Syste_pe,      Immanuel
Wallerstein   (1974:335)   suggests   that:

A  strong  state   is  a  partially  autc>nomous  entity     in   the
sense  that     it  has     a  margin     of  actic>n  available  to   it
wherein     it        reflects     the       compromises     of     multiple
interests,   even     if  the  bounds  of  these  margins  are  set
by   the  existence  of   sc>me   groups   of   primordial   strength.

Although   this  may   seem  a   long  way   from  what   you   construe   cultural
studies  to     be,   it     is  a     central   prc>blem  that  we  ought  to  try  to
get  to  grips  with!   Just  who   in  our  society   has  the  final   say?  Who
confers   .i.pg...i.tj_mafjf     on   these     people   and   who   do   they   mobilise   our
participation?   If  we  can  ask     these     kinds     of     questions     we  are
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alternatives   are     possible?  Why  do  we   have  one  particular   form  of
state?
2.        Popular   Culture   and   Political   Power

The     links     we     can     make     hetween     the     preceding     arguments   and
cultural   studies      are   exemplified      in   Fred   Inglis's   book     EQp__u__I___.a_r~
Culture   and   Political   Power   (1988).    It   is   the   kind   of   boc)k   I   hope
you  will   try   to   read!   Early  on   (page   3),   Inglis   posits   that:

there   is     much   to     be  said     for   holding   to  some   general
axiom  that  mostly  political      power  will      indeed   seek  to
dominate     the     harmless     play     of     the  people  either  to
ensure  their  further  sub.jugation,   or  to  extort  a  little
more   of   their   surplus   value,   c)r   both.

Later   on   he   suggests   (i988:221):

we  might     say  of  Britain  that  she  cc}nstructs  a  state   by
constructing     a     network     of       safe     homes;        the     more
discreetly     and     genially  authoritative  the  government,
the  safer  the  homes;   and  the  more  prosperous     and   happy
the   homes,      the  more     popular   the   government.   Where   the
government-is  popular,   the  state   is  secure.

Although   his   argument   is   difficult   to     follow,   what     I   think   Fred
Inglis   proposes     is  that     cultures   have     symbolising   actions®   And
these  actions  are  §jqn±j|cLaj]±.   He  cites    the  British     interest  in
the   Royal      Family   as   an   example   of   thisB   Although   we   may   view   the
prcjcessions     and        self       display       of       the       Royal        Family     as
anachronistic,     Inglis       suggests     that       each     performance     does
something:   it   is  a  performative  text,   ''the  occasion   is  a     crux  of`
what   politics     is"   (1988:223).      "It   gives     form  and     force   to  the
political   emc}tions   c}f   the   society   concerned."   An   example     of   this
is   how     we  tend     to   imagine     state   power     in   the     bc)dies  of  other
people.   With   regard   to   power   "we   usually   think   of   it   as   what  ±J]j±L±£
have   got   and   we   haven't„"(1988:224)

Cultural   Studies     should  concern   itself  with  decoding  riarratives.
In  these  nc}tes   I     have     tried     to     indicate     how     we     might  start
addressing  the     links   between     nation  state  and  culture.   For  next
week   I   wonder   if  we   can     look   at     how  Britain      (whatever   that  may
be)     mobilises      images     c)f     nationalism     and     deals     with     ethnic
d i f fe rences .

¥c>u  might  want  to   have  a   look   at     John  Hoberman's     book  .SLEQrinnL±
Pal itical   _±d=§__Q____|Qfljf   as   general    background   reading.
See  also:
Husbands,   C   (ed)
Jarvie,   a   (ed)
If   you   have  the  chance:
Hill,     D                                            (1989)

Race   in   Britain
Race   and   Sport

Out     of     his     Skin:   the   John   Barnes
Phenomenon
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1.        Introduction

Last  week   I   tried  to  give     an     overview     of     some     of     the   issues
raised  for     cultural   studies  by  the  nation  state  and  nationalism.
The     current     election     in       Britain,        events       surrounding     the
Cc)mmonwealth     of     Independent     States     and     even     the     television
pictures  of  celebrations   in  Pakistan  following   Pakistan9s  cricket
team's   victory   in   the  world   Cup   can   provide   immediate   examples   of
some  of  the   issues   raised.

This     week     I     would      like     t,a     invite     you     to     think     about   how
overdetermined   life  chances  are   in   the  nation  state.   I   would   like
to  suggest  that     we     should     think     about     understanding  cultural
practices   in  the  cc)ntext  of :

*          an   historical-structural     model   of   c!evelc}pment  of  world
system

*         the  specif ic  history  of  the     stat,e     and     its    effect  c>n
social   and  cultural   processes

We  ought     to   be     aware   also     of   trends   identified   by  A   D  Smith   in
The   Ethni£   Revival    (198i).   He   reports     and   discusses     the   "modern
renaissance  of  ethnic  solidarity  and  sentiment  that  takes   its  cue
from     a     highly     charged      romantic      nationalism"      (1981:xii).      He
suggests  that:

Ethnic  nationalism  has  striven  to  turn  the  ethnic  group   into
that  more  abstract  and     politiGised  category,     the   'nation',
and  then    to  establish    the   latter  as  the  sole  criterion  for
statehoc>d.    (198i:xii)

By   raising  questions  about  the  macrostructure  of  the  state   in  the
context   of     what   Smith   terms    'polyethnj____Q__i_I_y_:_   we   should   get   closer
to  understanding  the  dynamic  qualities  c)f  cultural   practices.

Nationalism  seeks   to  attain   and  maintain   the  autonomy,      unity  and
identity  of     a  social     groupE   It  does  so  by  either  establishing  a
territory     or/and     a     community     of     culture.         Smith      (1981:184)
suggests  that:

the     central        aim     of     the     modern     ethnic     revival      is     tc}
subordinate     social     and       political        action       to     cultural
imperatives  and  to  turn  the  state   into  a  vehicle  of  historic
community,      in     the     name     of     ethnic     nationalism     and     its
unrelenting   quest  for  autonomy,   unity  and   identity.

What   is     of  particular     interest  to     us   is  how  cultural   practices
linked  to  sport  and   leisure  are  situated   in  this  process.     A  good
example  of  a  discussion  of  the   idec>logical   component  of  the  state
can    be    found    in    John    Hoberman9s      §=pQr._±raj3..±=_i___._._I=d_eQ=i._g_gj£5    Other    names
associated  with     this   kind     of  work     are  John  Hargreaves,   Richard
Gruneau   and   Hart  Cantelon.



2.        The   Pctpular   and   the   Political

The   rootedness  of  cultural   forms   in  state  formations     requires  us
to     have     a     gen-se     of     the     links     between     popular     culture  and
political   structuresF   In   his     discussion  of     these   links,   Richard
Gruneau   (1988:23)   suggests   that:

the  contents    of  popular    culture  and     the  f ixed  subjects  of
that  culture  can  only   be  understood  historically  against  the
background     of     various     social     struggles,   negotiations  and
camp romi ses .

Such   understanding   requires:

historical   scholarship
accommodation   and   compromise

At  the  end  of   last  week's   notes   I   suggested  we  might  have     a   look
at  how   identity   is  mobilised   in   Britain.   In   particular9   I   thought
we   might   have   a   loc>k   at   how   race   is   defined   and   used     to  mobilise
groups'

How  does  Britain  deal   with  |2QJjdrhnicity'?

*
*

*

*
*

*

isolation           :
accommodat i on :

communal ism      :

autonomism         :
separatism        :

irredentism     :

The  cultural   forms     of

ethnic   ccjmmunity   stays   aloof
adjustments            are            made            through
part i c i pat i on
control   in  those   regions     where  group   is
demographic   majority
a  federal   solution
the       goal         of       ethnonational       self-
dete rm i nat i on
fragmented   community   seeks   reunif icatic>n

sport    and     leisure     in     these  strategies
should     prc}vide        interesting     examples     of     popular     culture     as
reproduction  or     transformation.   As     indications  of     t,his   kind  of
wc)rk   see:

Hart  Cantelon   (ed)

Richard   Gruneau   (ed)

( i 988 )

( 1988 )

Leisure,   Sport   &   Working   Class
Cultures          (Garamond        Press,
Toronto)

Popular   Cultures   and   Political
Practices        (Garamond       Press,
Toronto)


